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TRANSFER PRICING CHAPTER NO. 6



(Q1) “Transfer Pricing is not an accounting tool” comment. If a group has subsidiaries that operate in different countries with different tax rates, manipulating the transfer prices between the subsidiaries can scale down the overall tax bill of the group. For example the tax rate in Country A is 20% and is 50% in Country B. In the larger interest of the group, it would be advisable to show lower profits in Country B and higher profits in Country A. For this, the group can adjust the transfer price in such a way that the profits in Country A increase and that in Country B get reduced. For this the group should fix a very high transfer price if the Division in Country A provides goods to the Division in Country B. This will maximize the profits in Country A and minimize the profits in Country B. The reverse will be true if the Division in Country A acquires goods from the Division in Country B. There is also a temptation to set up marketing subsidiaries in countries with low tax rates and transfer products to them at a relatively low transfer price. Transfer price is viewed as a major international tax issue. While companies indulge in all types of activities to lower their tax liability, the tax authorities monitor transfer prices closely in an attempt to collect the full amount of tax due. For this they enter into agreements whereby tax is paid on specific transactions in one country only. But if companies set unrealistic transfer price to minimize their tax liabilities and the same is spotted by the tax authority, then the company is forced to pay tax in both countries leading to double taxation.



There have been instances where companies have fixed unrealistic transfer prices. The first case relates to Hoffman La Roche that imported two drugs Librium and Valium into UK at prices of 437 pounds and 979 pounds per kilo respectively. While the tax authorities in UK accepted the price, the Monopolies Commission did not accept the company's argument, since the same drugs were available from an Italian firm for 9 pounds and 28 pounds per kilo. The company's lawyers argued the case before the Commission on two grounds viz. 1. The price was not set on cost but on what the market would bear and 2. The company had incurred an R&D cost that was included in the price. These arguments did not go well with the Commission and the company was fined 1.85 million pounds for the manipulative practices adopted while fixing the transfer price. The second case is of Nissan. The company had falsely inflated freight charges by 40-60% to reduce the profits. The manipulation helped the company to hide tax to the tune of 237 million dollars. The next year Nissan was made to pay 106 million dollars in unpaid tax in the USA because the authorities felt that part of their US marketing profits were being transferred to Japan, as transfer prices on import of cars and trucks were too high. Interestingly the Japanese tax authorities took a different view and returned the double tax. With a view to avoid such cases from recurring, Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development issued some guidelines in 1995. These guidelines aim at encouraging world trade. They evolved what came to be known as the arm's length price. The principle states that the transfer price would be arrived at on the basis as if the two . companies are independent and unrelated. The price is determined through: Comparable Price Method where the price is fixed on the basis of prices of similar products or an approximation to one.Gross Margin Method where a gross margin is established and applied to the seller's manufacturing cost. In spite of all these efforts, it has to be admitted that setting a fair transfer price is not easy. So the onus of proving the price has been put on the taxpayer who is required to produce supporting documents. If the taxpayer fails to do this he is required to pay heavy penalty. For example, in USA, failure to provide documentary evidence results in a 40% penalty on the arm's length price. In UK the penalty is to the tune of 100% of any tax adjustment. Other countries are also in the process of evolving tight norms for the same. Countries across the globe also allow the taxpayer to enter into an Advance Pricing Agreement whereby dispute can be avoided and so also the costly penalty of double taxation and penalty.



(Q7) Market Price is ideal transfer price even in limited markets. Comments By limited market it means that the markets for buying and selling profit centers may be limited. Even in case of limited market the transfer price that is ideal or satisfies the requirement of a profit center system is the competitive price. In case if a company is not buying or selling its product in an outside market there are some ways to find the competitive price. They are as follows: 1. If published market prices are available, they can be used to establish transfer prices. However, these should be prices actually paid in the market-place and the conditions that exist in the outside market should be consistent with those existing within the company. For example, market prices that are applicable to relatively small purchases are not valid in this case. 2.Market prices are set by bids. This generally can be done only if the low bidder has a reasonable chance of obtaining the business. One company accomplishes this by buying about one-half of a particular group of products outside the company and one-half inside the company. The company then puts all of the products out to bid, but selects one-half to stay inside. The company obtains valid bids, because low bidders can expect to get some of the business. By contrast, if a company requests bids solely to obtain a competitive price and does not award the contracts to the low bidder, it will soon find that either no one bids or that the bids are of questionable value. 3.If the production profit center sells similar products in outside markets, it is often possible to replicate a competitive price on the basis of the outside price. 4.If the buying profit center purchases similar products from the outside market, it may be possible to replicate competitive prices for its proprietary products. This can be done by calculating the cost of the difference in design and other conditions of sale between the competitive products and the proprietary products.So we see from the above arguments that market price is ideal transfer price even in limited markets.



Q2) State the condition under which transfer price mechanism is likely to induce Goal Congruence. Ans: A market price-based transfer price will induce goal congruence if all of the following conditions exist: 1. Competent people: - Managers should be interested in both the short as well as long run performance of their respective responsibility centre. Staff involved in negotiation and arbitration of transfer prices should also be competent.



2. Good Atmosphere: - profitability as determined from the income statement should be an important criteria for judging the performance of the manager. The managers should perceive that the transfer prices are just. 3. A market price: - an ideal transfer price is based on a well-established, normal market price for the identical product being transferred in terms of quality, quantity and delivery time. Market price may be adjusted downwards to adjust for the saving accruing to the transferring division since the product is being transferred within the organisation and costs related to marketing and promotion are not incurred. 4. Freedom to source: - alternatives for sourcing should exist and the managers should be allowed to choose the alternative which best suits their interest. The buying manager should be free to buy from outside and the selling manager should be allowed to sell outside. Thus an ideal transfer pricing policy gives the manager of each profit centre the right to deal with either insiders or outsiders as per his/her discretion. The market price represents the opportunity costs to the seller of selling the product inside. This is so because if the product were not sold inside, it would be sold outside. From a company point of view, therefore the relevant cost of the product is the market price because that is the amount of cash that has been forgone by selling inside. The transfer price represents the opportunity cost to the company. 5. Full information: - Managers must know about the alternatives and the relevant costs and revenues of each.



6. Negotiation: - There must be a smoothly working mechanism for negotiating “contacts” between business units.



If all of these conditions are present, a transfer price system based on market prices would induce goal congruent decisions, with no need for central administration.



Q3) Describe the salient features of market based and cost based transfer pricing method. 1. MARKET-BASED TRANSFER PRICE  Based on price that could be obtained if the product was sold outside by observing the competitors  When the outside market for the good is well-deﬁned, competitive, and stable CONDITIONS  Considered best when perfect competition exists  There is an external market for the product  Interdependence of sub unit is minimal  Negotiations  Full information PROBLEMS IN MARKET BASED TRANSFER  Most markets are not perfectly competitive  Market price may not be comparable due to differences in quality, credit terms, extra services provided etc  Transport costs, credit would be different for internal division as compared to outside supplier



2. COST-BASED TRANSFER PRICE  A method where production cost is used as a basis for setting the price  Prices can be based on full costs or variable costs  Price could be budgeted or actual cost. CONDITIONS  External reference point does not exist – o Products are produced uniquely for internal markets



o Outside selling impossible due to lack of customers or prohibited because of strategic concerns. TYPES  Full Cost: All manufacturing, selling and administration costs included.  Full Cost plus: Full costs plus a mark up for profit.  Variable Cost: All variable costs plus opportunity cost included.



(Q4) Explain problem faced in pricing corporate services furnished by corporate service staff to business units in the company. Assume profit centre decentralization Services are intangible in nature. This characteristic of services makes it difficult for pricing. Charging business units for services furnished by corporate staff units becomes challenging work due to intangibility of services. While pricing corporate services, we exclude the cost of central service staff units over which business units have no control (e.g., central accounting, public relations, and administration). If these costs are charged at all, they are allocated, and the allocations do not include a profit component. The allocations are not transfer prices. 



We need to consider two types of transfers: O For central services that the receiving unit must accept but can at least partially control the amount used. O For central services that the business unit can decide whether or not to use.



Business units may be required to use company staffs for services such as information technology and research and development. In these situations, the business unit manager cannot control the efficiency with which these activities are performed but can control the amount of the service received. There are three schools of thought about such services. One school holds that a business unit should pay the standard variable cost of the discretionary services. If it pays less than this, it will be motivated to use more of the service than is economically justified. On the other hand, if business unit managers are required to pay more than the variable cost, they might not elect to use certain s ervices that senior management believes worthwhile from the company's viewpoint. This possibility is most likely when senior management introduces a new service, such as a new project analysis program. The low price is analogous to the introductory price t hat companies sometimes use for new products. A second school of thought advocates a price equal to the standard variable cost plus a fair share of the standard fixed costs-that is, the full cost. Proponents argue that if the business units do not believe the services are worth at least this amount, something is wrong with either the quality or the efficiency of the service unit. Full cost represents the company's long run costs, and this is the amount that should be paid. A third school advocates a price that is equivalent to the market price, or to standard full cost plus a profit margin. The market price would be used if available (e.g., costs charged by a computer service bureau); if not, the price would be full cost plus a return on investment. The rationale for this position is that the capital employed by service



units should earn a return just as the capital employed by manufacturing units does. Also, the business units would incur the investment if they provided their own service. Optional Use of Services In some cases, management may decide that business units can choose whether to use central service units. Business units may procure the service from outside, develop their own capability, or choose not to use the service at all. This type of a rrangement is most often found for such activities as information technology, internal consulting groups, and maintenance work. These service centers are independent; they must stand on their own feet. If the internal services are not competitive with outs ide providers, the scope of their activity will be contracted or their services may be outsourced completely. For example, Commodre Business Machines outsourced one of its central service activities-customer service-to Federal Express. James Reeder, Commodre’s vice president of customer satisfaction, said, "At that time we didn't have the greatest reputation for customer service and satisfaction. But this was FedEx's specialty, handling more than 300,000 calls for service each day. Commodre arranged for FedEx to handle the entire telephone customer service operation from FedEx's hub in Memphis. After losing $29 million online the previous year, Borders Group turned to rival Amazon.com to manage its online sales. Borders get to maintain an Internet sales channel and gains the operational effectiveness provided by Amazon.com while being able to focus on the growth of its bricks and mortar business. In this situation, business unit managers control both the amount and the efficiency of the central services. Under these conditions, these central groups are profit centers. Their transfer prices should be based on the same considerations as those governing other transfer prices.



(Q5). What are the objectives of Transfer Pricing? Under which condition a Transfer Pricing mechanism is likely to introduce goal congruence? Ans: If two or more profit centers are jointly responsible for product development, manufacturing and marketing, each should share in the revenue generated when the product is finally sold.  



 



It should provide each segment with the relevant information required to determine the optimum trade-off between company costs and revenues. It should induce goal congruent decisions-i.e. the system should be so designed that decisions that improve business unit profits will also improve company profits. It should help measure the economic performance of the individual profit centers. The system should be simple to understand and easy to administer.



A market-price based transfer pricing will induce goal congruence if all of the following conditions exist. Rarely, if ever, will all these conditions exist in practice. The list, therefore, does not set forth criteria that must be met to have a transfer price. Rather, it suggests a way of looking at a situation to see what changes should be made to improve the operation of the transfer price mechanism. Competent People Ideally, managers should be interested in the long-run as well as the shot-run performances of their responsibility centers. Staff people involved in negotiation and arbitration of transfer pricing also must be competent. Good Atmosphere Managers must regard profitability, as measured in their income statements, as an important goal and a significant consideration in the judgment of their pe rformance. They should perceive that the transfer prices are just. A Market Price The ideal transfer price is based on a well-established, normal market price for the identical product being transferred- that is, a market reflecting the same conditions (quantity, delivery time, quality) as the product to which the transfer price applies. The market price may be adjusted downward to reflect saving accruing to the selling unit from dealing inside the company. For example, there would be no bad debt expense, and advertising and selling costs would be smaller when products are transferred from



one business unit to another within the company. Although less than ideal, a market price for a similar but identical, product is better than no market price at all. Freedom to Source Alternatives to sources should exist, and managers should be permitted to choose the alternative that is in their own best interests. The buying manager should be free to buy from outside, and the selling manager should be free to sell outside . In these circumstances, the transfer price policy simply gives the manager of each profit center to deal with their insiders or outsiders at his or her own discretion. The market thus establishes the transfer price.



(Q6) Explain advantages and disadvantages of two step transfer pricing and profit sharing methods  If two or more profit center is jointly responsible for product development manufacturing and marketing each should share in the revenue that is generated when the product is finally sold. 



Two step pricing :  Step1: First, a charge is made for each unit sold that is equal to the standard variable cost of production.  Step 2: Second a periodic charge is made for the buying unit.  One or both of these components should include a profit margin.



Business Unit X Expected Monthly Sales to Business Unit ‘Y’ V.C per Unit Monthly F.C Assigned to product ‘A’ Investment in Working Capital and Facilities Competitive ROI per year



Product A 5000 $5 $20,000 $1,200,000 10%



Particulars V.C per unit F.C per unit Profit per unit Transfer price per unit



In $ 5 4 2 11



Profit per unit (monthly investment per unit) = (1,200,000/12) *0.1 5000



2-Step Pricing : Calculation (working note) Number of unit V.C. F.C. Profit 2 step Transfer Price Normal Transfer Pricing



No of units*5 20,000 10,000



11 * no. of units



Contract capacity 5000 25,000 20,000 10,000 55,000



Case 1



Case 2



4000 20,000 20,000 10,000 50,000



6000 30,000 20,000 10,000 60,000



55,000



44,000



66,000



Advantages of 2 step Transfer Pricing:  Note that under two step method the company variable cost for product A is identifiable to unit Y variable cost for the product, and unit Y will make the correct short term marketing decisions.  Unit Y also has information on upstream fixed costs and profit related to product A and it can use these data for long term decision.  The fixed cost calculation in the two step pricing method is based on the capacity that is reserved for the production of product A that is sold to unit Y the investment represented by this capacity is allocated to product A. The return on investment that unit X earns on competitive product is calculated and multiplied by the investment assigned to the product. Hence, we get an exact scenario of the performance of each product.  Under this pricing system the performance of the manufacturing is not dependent on the sales volume of the final unit. This solves the problem when marketing efforts by other business units (BU) affect the profit performance of a manufacturing unit. Disadvantage of 2step Transfer Pricing  Accuracy of the cost and investement allocation is questionable.  Deciding the capacity reserve for various products is a difficult task in some conditions.  Conflict between interests of manufacturing unit and those of the company, because of opportunity cost by selling it outside the company. Since the sales unit has the highest priority on products of manufacturing unit.



 Profit sharing: If the two step pricing system just described is not feasible, a profit sharing system might be used to ensure congruence of business unit interest with company interest. This system operates somewhat as follows. 1. The product is transferred to the marketing unit at standard variable cost. 2. After the product is sold, the business units share the contribution earned which is selling price minus the variable manufacturing and marketing costs. Advantage:  This method of pricing may be appropriate if the demand for the manufactur ed product is not steady enough to warrant the permanent assignment of facilities as in the two step method.  In general, this method accomplished the purpose of making the marketing unit’s interest congruent with the companies. Disadvantage  There can be arguments over the way contribution is divided between the two profit centers.  This is costly, time consuming and work against basic reason for decentralization namely autonomy of the business units mangers.  Arbitrarily divided up the profit between units does not give valid information on the profitability of each segment of the organization.  Since the contribution is not allocated until after the sale has been made the manufacturing units contribution depends upon the marketing unit’s ability to sel l and on the actual selling price. Manufacturing units may perceive this situation to be unfair.



(Q8) What are the objectives of Transfer Pricing? Transfer price if designed appropriately has the following objectives: It should provide each segment with the relevant information required to determine the optimum trade-off between company costs and revenues.It should induce goal congruent decisions-i.e. the system should be so designed that decisions that improve business unit profits will also improve company profits. It should help measure the economic performance of the individual profit centers. The system should be simple to understand and easy to administer.  What is ideal transfer price in the situations of Limited Market and Shortage of Capacity in the industry The ideal transfer price in the situations of Limited Market By limited market it means that the markets for buying and selling profit centers may be limited. Even in case of limited market the transfer price that is ideal or satisfies the requirement of a profit center system is the competitive price. In case if a company is not buying or selling its product in an outside market there are some ways to find the competitive price. They are as follows: If published market prices are available, they can be used to establish transfer prices. However, these should be prices actually paid in the market-place and the conditions that exist in the outside market should be consistent with those existing within the company. For example, market prices that are applicable to relatively small purchases are not valid in this case. Market prices are set by bids. This generally can be done only if the low bidder has a reasonable chance of obtaining the business. One company accomplishes this by buying about one-half of a particular group of products outside the company and one-half inside the company. The company then puts all of the products out to bid, but selects one-half to stay inside. The company obtains valid bids, because low bidders can expect to get some of the business. By contrast, if a company requests bids solely to obtain a competitive price and does not award the contracts to the low bidder, it will soon find that either no one bids or that the bids are of questionable value. If the production profit center sells similar products in outside markets, it is often possible to replicate a competitive price on the basis of the outside price. If the buying profit center purchases similar products from the outside market, it may be possible to replicate competitive



prices for its proprietary products. This can be done by calculating the cost of the difference in design and other conditions of sale between the competitive products and the proprietary products. Shortage of Capacity in the industry In this case, the output of the buying profit center is constrained and again company profits may not be optimum. Some companies allow either buying profit center to appeal a sourcing decision to a central person or committee. In this scenario a buying profit center could appeal a selling profit center’s decision to sell outside. The person/group would then make a sourcing decision on the basis of the company’s best interests. In every case the transfer price would be the competitive price. In other words, the profit center is appealing only the sourcing decision. Even if there are constraints on sourcing, the market price is the best transfer price. If the market price can be approximated, it is ideal transfer price.
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